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This is a real case involving an SME that produces southern hardwood finished lumber. The family business faces a social responsibility dilemma in terms of displaced workers and limited job opportunities in the surrounding labor market if they purchase a new saw that would modernize production, improve profitability, and eliminate 50 percent of their labor costs. The most logical employment for these workers would be a cutter, loader, or hauler of logs, which have been determined to be some of the most dangerous jobs in the United States. This case requires students to examine the decision-making process of a modest family business in a small, cohesive community and the ramifications of these decisions, as well as issues concerning technology and production improvements, displaced workers, social responsibilities, and the rights and responsibilities of employers and employees.

A small, family-owned sawmill is seeking to improve profitability. Scott and Beth Owens have the opportunity to purchase a new saw that is capable of cutting the same amount of wood in one shift as the current saw can cut in two shifts. Additionally, as employees become more proficient with its use, productivity will drastically improve. The couple must quickly decide whether to purchase a new saw or continue using the old saw because they have a short window of opportunity to sell the old saw, which will bring additional revenue. Normally, this type of saw is difficult to sell. Capital investments are difficult to recoup in this industry because the investment costs must be spread out over far fewer units of production than other types of sawmills (“Economic Choice” 2003).

If the new saw is bought, it allows Owens Sawmill to reach or exceed its usual two-shift production in only one shift. Therefore, the second shift will be eliminated. The most likely opportunities for those who work on the second shift will be out in the field as a cutter, loader, and hauler of logs. This job has been determined by safety officials to be the most dangerous job in the United States. The fatality rate for this position is the highest of any position—26 times greater than the national average (Christie 2003). While the Owens’ are legally obligated to provide a safe environment for their employees, do they have a social responsibility?
enough lumber was being cut to pay their expenses. Therefore, a second shift was implemented and four additional employees were hired so they could double production without increasing their fixed costs, such as insurance and loan payments. As production increased, the company paid off its loans and became profitable. In 1992, they formed an S Corp. for tax purposes and to reduce their personal liability.

The Owens’ expanded their operation over time by purchasing large tracts of forest land. Scott deploys his cutting crew to the tracts of land where there is demand for a specific type of wood. His crew cuts, loads, and transports the logs to the mill. Most of the same employees also work in the sawmill producing the finished lumber, which is then sold. The average tenure of the Owens Sawmill employees is 10 years, ranging from 5 to 17 years. The Owens’ are contemplating starting a family and they would like to hire at least part-time help to assist Beth with the bookkeeping and office management duties. Beth enjoys her interaction with the employees and their families and considers this part of her life’s purpose. Scott is 43 years old and Beth is 35 years old. Their current savings total around $50,000 and they have under $5,000 in their retirement accounts.

Industry Background

The National Hardwood Lumber Association releases a weekly Hardwood Market Report that separates hardwood lumber into three price categories: Northern Hardwoods, Southern Hardwoods, and Appalachian Hardwoods. The Kentucky area has Southern Hardwood. A 12-foot red oak log with a small end circumference of 24 inches will yield a total of 300 feet of usable lumber. A sawmill will purchase this log for about $0.70 per foot, making the log worth about $210. From this $210, the money is split evenly between the landowner and the logger. This same 300-foot log will result in about 420 feet of lumber due to the scaling methods used. The lumber will then be separated into grades that determine the prices paid for the lumber.

The new technologically advanced saw is estimated to increase productivity by 25 percent, resulting in approximately $30,000 more profit per year. The core of the employee base would remain intact if the technologically advanced saw was purchased. The job loss will be minimal; ranging from four to six displaced employees. The highest performing employees with the best accident records and the longest tenure would be retained. The laid-off employees may be offered employment in the future if Owens Sawmill keeps to its strategic long-term expansion plan.

Endnote

1. The teaching note for this case study is available upon request to Dianne Welsh at dwelsh@ut.edu.
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